A number of nanocrystalline, mesoporous large area (~0.2-2 cm 2 ) dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) are probed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements to realize their carrier dynamics such as charge transport resistance (RCT), electron diffusion coefficient (Dη), and electron lifetime (τn) by applying an equivalent electrical model. The experimental upshots reveal that the electron lifetime relates with the device physical parameters which was neglected in previous studies. It is also found that the RCT relates negatively with the device area i.e. it decrease upon increasing photo-exposed area. The observed lowering of current density (JSC) over a series of experiments upon increasing the photoelectrode area is attributed to the decrease in RCT. The charge carriers upon injection into semiconductor layer find increased diffusion pathways and eventually recombine with the hole species when characterized by lower carrier lifetime. The thickness of the electrode film does not play an effective role indicating that the dynamics of larger area DSSCs differs largely from those of a single cell. The experimental results available indicate that a nearly complete collection of charge carriers is possible in large area modules provided the physical dimensions of photoelectrode area are considered. The results from the study hints future directions to build high efficiency DSSC modules and further asserts considering the diffusion length in twodimensions while fabricating larger area cells.
Introduction
Despite the fact DSCs achieved an efficiency of ~12% in single cells [1] but their commercial modules are far behind. There have been a number of reports on module preparation of DSCs to achieve the low cost/KwH; the ultimate goal for its successful commercial development in photovoltaic market. [2] , [3] , [4] These modules are traditionally fabricated to either add voltages (series connection), [5] , [6] such as W-type or Z-type, or currents (parallel connection) [7, 8] with substantial voltage (~8 V) and current (300 mA), respectively, in devices of active areas ≥ 20cm 2 . Nevertheless, lack of correlation between the device's electrode area and photo-conversion efficiency limited the potential efficiency the modules were capable of delivering. For example, although a short circuit current (ISC) of ~300 mA is reported in a module of parallel connected DSCs of effect area ~22 cm 2 , the short circuit current density (JSC) of the resultant module is lower than 10% of that achieved in a reference cell of area ~0.28 cm 2 .
[9] One of the major drawbacks of the former research work carried out was the lack knowledge about correlation between device physical parameters and its efficiency while preparing the modules. It was presumed that larger cell area results in higher efficiency. We have recently found that upon increasing the film area beyond a threshold, the film thickness does not play significant role and the electrons are merely collected from the first few monolayers of photoactive film. [10] The random movement of photo induced electrons in all directions demands reconsidering all three dimensions while defining the diffusion length, especially in the case of higher photoelectrode area, which is antecedently defined in one-dimension (1-D) only; i.e. the thickness of the film. The diffusion length [
] which is a crucial parameter for efficient charge collection at photoelectrode demands the electrode thickness to be ~15um for complete collection of photoinduced electrons in single cell applications. The optimized thickness favours electron lifetime to be higher than electron transition time thereby obtaining nearly 100% IPCE but the role of overall volume of the film was never taken into account towards this end. It was presumed that the electrode film geometry has no effect on electron lifetime which is a misconceived phenomenon as demonstrated in our study. There have also been several reports on preparing modules using metallic grid thereby improving the charge collection efficiency. [11] , [12] Despite the fact that the grid based design resulted in higher efficiency, it slenderized the advantages such as ease of fabrication and low cost that DSCs had over other photovoltaic.
The understanding that electrons nearer to the photoelectrode are mostly collected is relatively new. J. Halme et al. reported through a simulative study that that the possibility of electrons to get lost by recombination is higher farther the contact they are generated, [13] nevertheless, the experimental study confirming this perception was not available. In our previous study, we showed a bi-exponential decay in efficiency upon increasing the photoelectrode area beyond a threshold and demonstrated that main contributor to this decay is the photocurrent. In this study we showed the preparing the modules while keeping the individual cells within the limit of threshold area resulted in above ~50% enhanced current density (JSC). The consideration of device area along-with diffusion length while patterning the electrodes resulted into enhanced photocurrent merely by splitting the total area within the limit of a threshold. The photocurrent increased from 11mA/cm 2 to ~17mA/cm 2 in split cells even though the total active area of the both devices was similar (0.28cm
2 ) mainly due to enhanced electron collection efficiency and the optimized film volume as the cells area made employing a limit of threshold. Our present experimental results affirm the early stated needs of redefining the three dimensional diffusion length while fabricating larger area modules. The results suggest that the efficiency of a single cell can be maintained while building the commercial modules if the device physical parameters are well understood.
Experimental Details
The devices were prepared as stated elsewhere. [10] In general, two sets of devices were prepared. In the first round devices were prepared in the area range of 0.16cm 2 to ~cm 2 on fluorine doped tin oxide coated glass substrates (FTO) using standard TiO2 paste (Solaronix), N3 dye, and the iodide/triiodide electrolyte. Whereas in the second round three sets of devices of a total area 0.28cm 2 were prepared as follows; S-1 (0.28 cm 2 ), S-2 (0.14x2=0.28 cm 2 ) and S-3 (0.07x4= 0.28 cm 2 ) same as before. The other fabrication and characterization procedure was same as described before. [10] Results and Discussion Figure 1 shows the biexponential decay of device efficiency as a function of device area where the thickness of the electrode film is ~12µm. The current densities played a key role here while the FF and VOC did not vary appreciably. The normalized efficiency values demonstrated that the highest efficiency and output power is obtained (6.74% and 0.144mW respectively) in the cell of the smallest area (0.16cm
2 ) which was ~4 times higher compared to the efficiency of the highest active area device (1.82% in ~2cm
2 ). All the cells were fabricated and characterized in similar conditions. The JSC followed similar trend as that of η and contributed to major share to it whereas the FF and VOC remained almost unchanged. The JSC which is defined as
where n is the electron density, µ(x) is the electron mobility, and n F ∇ is the gradient in the Fermi levels of the materials interface, a reduction in JSC for devices made of similar materials would imply loss of electrons for constant n F ∇ and µ. In other words, the devices of higher area are characterized by longer electron path length which eventually favours their higher recombination with the holeconducting species in the electrolyte. Based on the above insights, the mini modules were developed. The major difference lies in splitting the conventionally adopted larger area strips into fraction of individual cells where each cell was designed within the limit of threshold. For the convenience of masking and electrode printing circular shapes of individual cells on photoelectrode were patterned initially. The IV curves evidences that the proposed design led to an increased current density of above 64% in the devices of similar area (0.28 cm 2 ). The detailed parameters are listed in table 1 including the cell efficiency and power output. 
Origin of increased JSC and VOC
The JSC of the devices increased at an expense of the FF. Referring back the definition of one-dimensional current density
and µ(x) are considered constant as the electrodes are made up of same material, same film volume i.e. total active area and film thickness, the origin of increased JSC in split cells is then imputed to increased n; in other words, a decrease in photoelectrode area would lead to shorter path length of electrons, eventually reducing the recombination with holes in electrolyte. The concept was previously disregarded in conventional DSC module designs. Even though a higher current is achieved routinely in DSC modules but the normalized value of current density is much lower compared to the one achieved in single cells. This diminution results from considerable loss in potential photoinduced electrons due to enhanced recombination. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (IS) studies aiming at better understanding of involved physical processes further revealed the origin of enhanced photocurrent by splitting the device area. The electrochemical impedance spectra measured in dark demonstrate three separated semi circles adequately recognized by their relaxation times. The impedance spectra were fitted using the general transmission line model; an electrical equivalent of the device for charge transport parameter extraction. In Figure 3(A) , the values of RT, calculated from the slope at a point of where first semi-circle fuses into second semi-circle i.e. the 45 o behavior between the two semicircles, decreased with increasing in area. This result corroborates our previous findings that RT decreases with increasing photoelectrode area and vice versa. The relationship of RT with the film thickness is already well known whereas its correlation to the device area was lacking adequate knowledge. The variation in value of RT is rather little in all batches of DSCs i.e. single or split cells and it does not have a significant contribution to overall charge collection, nonetheless, the major contribution comes from charge transfer resistance (RCT) which is calculated from the width of second semicircle which corresponds to the recombination resistance also called charge transfer resistance lying in hertz frequency section The recombination resistance increased upon splitting the cell area which is a favorable process for high efficiency DSCs as clear from in increasing height of second semi-circle in figure  3A . Figure 3(B) shows Bode plot of the devices at 0.7 V. Strikingly, the samples S-2 and S-3 (split
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Micro/Nano Science and Engineering cells) showed better transport characteristics and lesser recombination. This increase in RCT is due to shorter transit time and more orderly flow of charge carriers through the interior of TiO2 film where the electrons need lesser than their lifetime for collection. Correspondingly, the characteristic frequency in Bode plot associated with electron lifetime (τn= 1/2πfn) shows considerable variation in τn. Figure 3 (B) shows a variation of electron lifetime with changing the device area; a correlation which was never discussed before. Electron lifetime showed a strong dependence upon the photoelectrode area. The τn for single cell ranges from 7-10 ms which is increased to ~11-16 ms, with the highest values in S-3, merely by limiting diffusion pathways for electron transport. Recall that recombination resistance also increased while splitting the electrode area and the increase in lifetime has a possible contribution from variation in Rct. The calculated electron lifetime from Bode plot for both the samples, S-3 and S-2 is generally higher at all bias voltages than that of S-1 as shown in Figure 3C , a clear line is drawn to differentiate the τn different devices. This slight increase in τn is favorable in obtaining higher efficiency devices and as a result S-2 and S-3 resulted in greater JSC value.
Conclusions
The correlation between dye-sensitized solar cell photoelectrode area and its efficiency is investigated experimentally using current choice of materials. It is observed that the efficiency of the devices drops bi-exponentially upon increasing the cell area and it can be concluded that simply increasing the active area do not enhance the current density in large modules and their efficiency as well. It is also found that restricting the available diffusion pathways on photoactive film while fabricating larger cell could achieve higher JSC as shown in our studies. In the devices characterized by large active area, the electrons are only collected from first few monolayers and the rest of the electrons contribute to RCT rather than JSC. The study indicates that in larger area modules, thickness is not the only factor that contributes to overall device performance and the total film volume should also be considered for complete charge collection. It also demands the diffusion length to be redefined in two dimensions which is previously defined in one dimension only. Results from this study provide new directions to build high efficiency modules using the current choice of material.
